
Theme/Topic: Abstract Architectural Photography Activity Overview: Exploring the concept of abstract art and scoping out scenes for 
final photos

Year Level: 11 Class Size: 16 Duration: 50mins

Rationale: Abstract artwork uses the power of colour and shape to 
express emotions and to move the viewer. It is an umbrella 
term for any artwork which depicts no recognisable subject.

Abstract art holds a strong place in art history, leading on 
from impressionism which broke away from classical realism. 
Expressionism is one of the earliest abstract art movements, 
stemming from Germany in the early 20th century.

Student Background 
Knowledge:

Students should be able to operate their camera phones and 
select appropriate architectural elements for their scenes.

Equipment & Resources 
Required (including ICT):

Screen/computer for powerpoint presentation, board and 
marker for lesson structure, camera phones

Objectives: In this lesson students will learn about abstract art and then 
learn how to plan a photograph with the goal of creating their 
own abstract artwork. Preparation Required: Prep whiteboard with lesson structure, load up powerpoint 

presentation

VC Level Code Content Description Key Elements

11 N/A • Explore the ways in which art and, where appropriate, other elements and principles 
have been used to produce aesthetic qualities, communicate ideas and develop styles in 
artworks by artists from different times and cultures

• Aesthetic qualities

• Communicate ideas

• Develop styles

11 N/A • Apply appropriate art language and terminology • Terminology

11 N/A • Evaluate the use of art elements and signs, symbols and/or images to create aesthetic 
qualities, communicate ideas and develop styles

• Art elements

• Develop styles

Technique/Medium: Photography

Artists & Websites: • Matthias Heiderich - http://www.matthias-heiderich.de/ (Colour Berlin)

• Tom Blachford - http://www.tomblachford.com/melbourne

• Nick Frank - http://www.nickfrank.de/#/mira-1/

• Sebastian Weiss - http://www.le-blanc.com/

• Irini Ioto - https://www.instagram.com/irini_ioto/

• Tataliaz - https://www.instagram.com/tataliaz/

• Student work:

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-sec-upper-entry/momento/

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-sec-lower-entry/abstract/

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-primary-entry/the-tower/

Year 11 Studio Arts: Abstract Architectural Photography Lesson Plan 01

Year 11 Studio Arts: Lesson Sequence Lesson 01



Stage Teacher Action Student Action/Tasks Differentiated Learning

Introduction:
(20mins total)

Take students through powerpoint presentation, highlighting 
key terms such as ‘abstract’, ‘close composition’ and 
‘cropping’. Show examples of these terms. Demonstrate the 
task and take students through the prepared examples.

Students are to learn the key terms and start to 
think about their upcoming task.

N/A

Activity:
(25mins total)

Instruct and supervise students as they explore the school. Students are to explore the architecture of 
the school in pairs with their camera phones. 
Select 4-5 different scenes and take 4-5 
images of each scene from different angles and 
proximities.

N/A

Extension:
(if required)

Review online sources of abstract art and architectural photography. N/A

Conclusion, Packing Up & 
Homework:
(5mins total)

Ask students to think about the scene that they wish to focus on with a digital camera in the next lesson. Could 
also introduce the term ‘depth of field’.

For homework students are to review their photos and select a scene for next lesson.

N/A

Reflection: 
(student learning & lesson)

Presentation: I felt reasonably confident as I had time to 
reflect on the subject matter and the students were well 
behaved. It was difficult to have the students respond to 
questions. In the future I could try pausing for a length of 
time, asking students by name and rewording the question in 
creative ways.

Activity: all the students completed the activity to a 
satisfactory level, some even created some beautiful images. 
It was difficult to keep an eye on students at all times but they 
are older students and were expected to behave themselves 
which they did with a few reminders. My mentor (Cheryl) set 
strong ground rules at the start that helped with potential 
behavioral issues.

Mentor Feedback:

Date: 17/10/16 Mentor Signature:

Follow Up: Prep cameras for next lesson Ideas:

Year 11 Studio Arts: Lesson Sequence Lesson 01



Theme/Topic: Abstract Architectural Photography Activity Overview: Taking abstract architectural photos

Year Level: 11 Class Size: 16 Duration: 64mins

Rationale: Abstract artwork uses the power of colour and shape to 
express emotions and to move the viewer. It is an umbrella 
term for any artwork which depicts no recognisable subject.

Abstract art holds a strong place in art history, leading on 
from impressionism which broke away from classical realism. 
Expressionism is one of the earliest abstract art movements, 
stemming from Germany in the early 20th century.

Student Background 
Knowledge:

Students should have some basic camera skills and a basic 
grasp of art terminology, however advice and instruction will be 
given during the lesson.

Equipment & Resources 
Required (including ICT):

One camera between two students, charged batteries for 
cameras, clean SD cards for cameras, computers to load photos 
onto, SD card readers

Objectives: In this lesson students will experiment with their own 
photography skills to create their own abstract photos.

Preparation Required: Charge batteries and clear SD cards

VC Level Code Content Description Key Elements

11 N/A • Explore the ways in which art and, where appropriate, other elements and principles 
have been used to produce aesthetic qualities, communicate ideas and develop styles in 
artworks by artists from different times and cultures

• Aesthetic qualities

• Communicate ideas

• Develop styles

11 N/A • Evaluate the use of art elements and signs, symbols and/or images to create aesthetic 
qualities, communicate ideas and develop styles

• Art elements

• Develop styles

Technique/Medium: Photography

Artists & Websites: • Matthias Heiderich - http://www.matthias-heiderich.de/ (Colour Berlin)

• Tom Blachford - http://www.tomblachford.com/melbourne

• Nick Frank - http://www.nickfrank.de/#/mira-1/

• Sebastian Weiss - http://www.le-blanc.com/

• Irini Ioto - https://www.instagram.com/irini_ioto/

• Tataliaz - https://www.instagram.com/tataliaz/

• Student work:

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-sec-upper-entry/momento/

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-sec-lower-entry/abstract/

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-primary-entry/the-tower/

Year 11 Studio Arts: Abstract Architectural Photography Lesson Plan 02

Year 11 Studio Arts: Lesson Sequence Lesson 02



Stage Teacher Action Student Action/Tasks Differentiated Learning

Introduction:
(5mins total)

Reiterate to the students what is required of them. Touch on 
the concept of abstract architectural behaviour. Explain that 4 
or 5 shots are to be taken in 4 or 5 scenes. Include references 
to behaviour. Set a time to meet back up.

Listen to instructions and ask questions. Print off instructions for students to follow.

Activity:
(44mins total)

Instruct and supervise students as they explore the school. 
Offer advice on how to take shots and how to improve. Make 
sure students are staying on task.

Work in pairs to take photos of 4-5 different 
scenes and take 4-5 images of each scene from 
different angles and proximities.

Spend extra one on one time with students 
who are less capable with the cameras.

Extension:
(if required)

Students are currently exploring concepts for their Yr 12 submissions and can continue doing so back in the 
classroom if finished early.

N/A

Conclusion, Packing Up & 
Homework:
(15mins total)

Have students save their photos from the session onto their computers or hard drives. Students can then create a 
folder to transfer 5 of their best shots into before next lesson.

N/A

Reflection: 
(student learning & lesson)

I’ve run this lesson three times now and found that the first 
time I did not give firm enough instructions at the beginning 
of the photography session. I rectified this in the other two 
lessons and the results from students was much more 
focused. I also became more familiar with how the cameras 
worked and was able to offer technical advice.

I also found that linking this lesson sequence into the 
planning process that students will need to embrace next 
year helped to develop rapport and increase attention.

I can work on getting to know the students better by having 
conversations and asking more questions. The one-on-one 
nature of this lesson provides a good opportunity to do so.

Mentor Feedback:

Date: 19/10/16 Mentor Signature:

Follow Up: Create cropped photo example and go through photoshop 
worksheet.

Ideas:

Year 11 Studio Arts: Lesson Sequence Lesson 02



Theme/Topic: Abstract Architectural Photography Activity Overview: Cropping and editing abstract photos in photoshop

Year Level: 11 Class Size: 16 Duration: 64mins

Rationale: Abstract artwork uses the power of colour and shape to 
express emotions and to move the viewer. It is an umbrella 
term for any artwork which depicts no recognisable subject.

Abstract art holds a strong place in art history, leading on 
from impressionism which broke away from classical realism. 
Expressionism is one of the earliest abstract art movements, 
stemming from Germany in the early 20th century.

Student Background 
Knowledge:

Students will have basic photoshop skills from previous studies.

Equipment & Resources 
Required (including ICT):

Screen/computer for powerpoint presentation, board and 
marker for lesson structure, computers for students with 
photoshop installed

Objectives: In this lesson students will learn how to edit their photos in 
photoshop to make them more abstract by cropping and then 
adjusting saturation, curves, contrast and colour balance. Preparation Required: Load up screen with PDF instruction sheet, create example file 

in photoshop to take students through

VC Level Code Content Description Key Elements

11 N/A • Explore the ways in which art and, where appropriate, other elements and principles 
have been used to produce aesthetic qualities, communicate ideas and develop styles in 
artworks by artists from different times and cultures

• Aesthetic qualities

• Communicate ideas

• Develop styles

11 N/A • Apply appropriate art language and terminology • Terminology

11 N/A • Evaluate the use of art elements and signs, symbols and/or images to create aesthetic 
qualities, communicate ideas and develop styles

• Art elements

• Develop styles

Technique/Medium: Photography & Photoshop

Artists & Websites: • Matthias Heiderich - http://www.matthias-heiderich.de/ (Colour Berlin)

• Tom Blachford - http://www.tomblachford.com/melbourne

• Nick Frank - http://www.nickfrank.de/#/mira-1/

• Sebastian Weiss - http://www.le-blanc.com/

• Irini Ioto - https://www.instagram.com/irini_ioto/

• Tataliaz - https://www.instagram.com/tataliaz/

• Student work:

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-sec-upper-entry/momento/

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-sec-lower-entry/abstract/

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-primary-entry/the-tower/

Year 11 Studio Arts: Abstract Architectural Photography Lesson Plan 03

Year 11 Studio Arts: Lesson Sequence Lesson 03



Stage Teacher Action Student Action/Tasks Differentiated Learning

Introduction:
(15mins total)

Prepare the photoshop instructional PDF and the 
demonstration file. Have them loaded on the screen.

Explain shortcuts and how they are a huge time-saving habit.

Discuss examples - what are we trying to achieve?

Demonstrate how to set up the file and how to crop the image 
into a 200mm x 200mm square.

Students are instructed to have their 4 to 5 
favourite photos ready to edit.

Students crop their photos with advice from the 
teacher as the teacher wanders the room.

Extra instruction can be given as the 
teacher works the room.

Activity:
(44mins total)

Take students through the photoshop PDF, with reference to 
the example, demonstrating:

• Layers

• Brightness, contrast and exposure

• Curves

• Colour balance, vibrancy & saturation

Students are to follow the task in the 
instructional PDF and observe the 
demonstration.

Students are to complete 6 different effects on 
one photo.

Students are required to take notes as they 
complete the task. These notes will accompany 
their work in their visual diary.

Students should receive a fair amount of 
one on one time. Extra time can be spent 
with students who are less advanced.

Extension:
(if required)

Edit more photos, experiment with different filters and adjustment layers. N/A

Conclusion, Packing Up & 
Homework:
(5mins total)

Students should have at least 1 photo completed with an effect they can apply to other images. They are 
required to have at least 3 completed and ready for print by the end of next lesson.

N/A

Reflection: Mentor Feedback:

Date: 21/10/16 Mentor Signature:

Follow Up: Ideas:

Year 11 Studio Arts: Lesson Sequence Lesson 03



Theme/Topic: Abstract Architectural Photography Activity Overview: Cropping and editing abstract photos in photoshop

Year Level: 11 Class Size: 16 Duration: 64mins

Rationale: Abstract artwork uses the power of colour and shape to 
express emotions and to move the viewer. It is an umbrella 
term for any artwork which depicts no recognisable subject.

Abstract art holds a strong place in art history, leading on 
from impressionism which broke away from classical realism. 
Expressionism is one of the earliest abstract art movements, 
stemming from Germany in the early 20th century.

Student Background 
Knowledge:

Students will have basic photoshop skills from previous studies.

Equipment & Resources 
Required (including ICT):

Screen/computer for powerpoint presentation, board and 
marker for lesson structure, computers for students with 
photoshop installed

Objectives: In this lesson students will continue editing their photos in 
photoshop with the aim of producing 5 different effects by the 
end of the lesson. Preparation Required: Load up screen with PDF instruction sheet, also load example 

photoshop document for reference

VC Level Code Content Description Key Elements

11 N/A • Explore the ways in which art and, where appropriate, other elements and principles 
have been used to produce aesthetic qualities, communicate ideas and develop styles in 
artworks by artists from different times and cultures

• Aesthetic qualities

• Communicate ideas

• Develop styles

11 N/A • Apply appropriate art language and terminology • Terminology

11 N/A • Evaluate the use of art elements and signs, symbols and/or images to create aesthetic 
qualities, communicate ideas and develop styles

• Art elements

• Develop styles

Technique/Medium: Photography & Photoshop

Artists & Websites: • Matthias Heiderich - http://www.matthias-heiderich.de/ (Colour Berlin)

• Tom Blachford - http://www.tomblachford.com/melbourne

• Nick Frank - http://www.nickfrank.de/#/mira-1/

• Sebastian Weiss - http://www.le-blanc.com/

• Irini Ioto - https://www.instagram.com/irini_ioto/

• Tataliaz - https://www.instagram.com/tataliaz/

• Student work:

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-sec-upper-entry/momento/

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-sec-lower-entry/abstract/

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-primary-entry/the-tower/

Year 11 Studio Arts: Abstract Architectural Photography Lesson Plan 04

Year 11 Studio Arts: Lesson Sequence Lesson 04



Stage Teacher Action Student Action/Tasks Differentiated Learning

Introduction:
(10mins total)

Have photoshop instructional PDF and the demonstration file 
loaded on the screen (5mins)

Re-cap examples - what are we trying to achieve? Remind 
that they are aiming to have 5 examples (5mins)

Think about the 5 different effects they want to 
produce

Students with lower abilities may be asked 
to complete a lower number of filters

Activity:
(49mins total)

Take students through the photoshop PDF, revisiting the 
example, demonstrating:

• Layers

• Brightness, contrast and exposure

• Curves

• Colour balance, vibrancy & saturation

Students are to complete 5 different effects on 
one photo.

Students are required to take notes as they 
complete the task. These notes will accompany 
their work in their visual diary.

File should be neat with all layers named and 
effects in folders.

Students should receive a fair amount of 
one on one time. Extra time can be spent 
with students who are less advanced.

Extension:
(if required)

Begin editing 2 more photos in order to produce a set, this will be completed by the end of next lesson. N/A

Conclusion, Packing Up & 
Homework:
(5mins total)

Students should have 5 different effects applied to one image.

Reminder that they are required to have a set of 3 different images ready for print by the end of next lesson.

N/A

Reflection: Mentor Feedback:

Date: 24/10/16 Mentor Signature:

Follow Up: Ideas:

Year 11 Studio Arts: Lesson Sequence Lesson 04



Theme/Topic: Abstract Architectural Photography Activity Overview: Applying effects to 3 x different photos

Year Level: 11 Class Size: 16 Duration: 64mins

Rationale: Abstract artwork uses the power of colour and shape to 
express emotions and to move the viewer. It is an umbrella 
term for any artwork which depicts no recognisable subject.

Abstract art holds a strong place in art history, leading on 
from impressionism which broke away from classical realism. 
Expressionism is one of the earliest abstract art movements, 
stemming from Germany in the early 20th century.

Student Background 
Knowledge:

Students will have basic photoshop skills from previous studies.

Equipment & Resources 
Required (including ICT):

Screen/computer for powerpoint presentation and photoshop 
demonstration, board and marker for lesson structure, 
computers for students with photoshop installed

Objectives: In this lesson students will apply techniques learned in the 
previous lessons to other photos so that they have a set of 3 x 
abstract architectural photographs. Preparation Required: Have a set of three completed photos ready as an example in 

photoshop

VC Level Code Content Description Key Elements

11 N/A • Explore the ways in which art and, where appropriate, other elements and principles 
have been used to produce aesthetic qualities, communicate ideas and develop styles in 
artworks by artists from different times and cultures

• Aesthetic qualities

• Communicate ideas

• Develop styles

11 N/A • Apply appropriate art language and terminology • Terminology

11 N/A • Evaluate the use of art elements and signs, symbols and/or images to create aesthetic 
qualities, communicate ideas and develop styles

• Art elements

• Develop styles

Technique/Medium: Photography & Photoshop

Artists & Websites: • Matthias Heiderich - http://www.matthias-heiderich.de/ (Colour Berlin)

• Tom Blachford - http://www.tomblachford.com/melbourne

• Nick Frank - http://www.nickfrank.de/#/mira-1/

• Sebastian Weiss - http://www.le-blanc.com/

• Irini Ioto - https://www.instagram.com/irini_ioto/

• Tataliaz - https://www.instagram.com/tataliaz/

• Student work:

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-sec-upper-entry/momento/

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-sec-lower-entry/abstract/

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-primary-entry/the-tower/

Year 11 Studio Arts: Abstract Architectural Photography Lesson Plan 05

Year 11 Studio Arts: Lesson Sequence Lesson 05



Stage Teacher Action Student Action/Tasks Differentiated Learning

Introduction:
(10mins total)

Have example photoshop files loaded and ready to share 
with the class.

Demonstrate how effects can be applied across a range of 
photographs to create a unified set.

Explain batch editing and photoshop actions.

Explain how to save as a TIFF for printing purposes.

Touch on documenting the process.

Students need to pay attention, listen and ask 
questions if required.

N/A

Activity:
(49mins total)

Reiterate techniques covered in the previous lesson including:

• Layers

• Brightness, contrast and exposure

• Curves

• Colour balance, vibrancy & saturation

• Saving print ready files (TIFF)

Print TIFF files when ready to print

Students are to apply one effect to a range of 3 
photographs. This should be completed by the 
end of the lesson.

Print TIFF files when ready to print - students 
will have to load these onto a USB and deliver 
to the designated printing computer.

Students should receive a fair amount of 
one on one time. Extra time can be spent 
with students who are less advanced.

Extension:
(if required)

Edit more photos, experiment with different filters and adjustment layers. Create an entirely different set.

Students also have an exam to practice for and artworks to plan for next year. If students finish their set they can 
carry on revising and planning.

N/A

Conclusion, Packing Up & 
Homework:
(5mins total)

Students should have a set of 3 photos ready for print, if not the 3 can be completed in their own time.

Students should think about how they would document this process - think about online portfolios and how they 
would present this to a school or employee.

N/A

Reflection: Mentor Feedback:

Date: 26/10/16 Mentor Signature:

Follow Up: Ideas:

Year 11 Studio Arts: Lesson Sequence Lesson 05



Theme/Topic: Abstract Architectural Photography Activity Overview: Applying effects to 3 x different photos

Year Level: 11 Class Size: 16 Duration: 64mins

Rationale: Abstract artwork uses the power of colour and shape to 
express emotions and to move the viewer. It is an umbrella 
term for any artwork which depicts no recognisable subject.

Abstract art holds a strong place in art history, leading on 
from impressionism which broke away from classical realism. 
Expressionism is one of the earliest abstract art movements, 
stemming from Germany in the early 20th century.

Student Background 
Knowledge:

Students will have basic photoshop skills from previous studies.

Equipment & Resources 
Required (including ICT):

Screen/computer for demonstration, board and marker for 
lesson structure, computers for students with photoshop 
installed

Printing equipment: printer, photo paper, USB

Mounting equipment: stanley knife, cutting mat, mounting 
board, tape or glueObjectives: Students will continue to apply techniques and filters to a set 

of 3 x abstract architectural photographs.

Students who finish their set of 3 x photos will print and mount 
their images.

Preparation Required: Have a set of three completed photos ready as an example in 
photoshop

VC Level Code Content Description Key Elements

11 N/A • Explore the ways in which art and, where appropriate, other elements and principles 
have been used to produce aesthetic qualities, communicate ideas and develop styles in 
artworks by artists from different times and cultures

• Aesthetic qualities

• Communicate ideas

• Develop styles

11 N/A • Apply appropriate art language and terminology • Terminology

11 N/A • Evaluate the use of art elements and signs, symbols and/or images to create aesthetic 
qualities, communicate ideas and develop styles

• Art elements

• Develop styles

Technique/Medium: Photography & Photoshop

Artists & Websites: • Matthias Heiderich - http://www.matthias-heiderich.de/ (Colour Berlin)

• Tom Blachford - http://www.tomblachford.com/melbourne

• Nick Frank - http://www.nickfrank.de/#/mira-1/

• Sebastian Weiss - http://www.le-blanc.com/

• Irini Ioto - https://www.instagram.com/irini_ioto/

• Tataliaz - https://www.instagram.com/tataliaz/

• Student work:

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-sec-upper-entry/momento/

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-sec-lower-entry/abstract/

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-primary-entry/the-tower/

Year 11 Studio Arts: Abstract Architectural Photography Lesson Plan 06

Year 11 Studio Arts: Lesson Sequence Lesson 06



Stage Teacher Action Student Action/Tasks Differentiated Learning

Introduction:
(10mins total)

Have example photoshop files loaded and ready to share 
with the class.

Demonstrate how effects can be applied across a range of 
photographs to create a unified set.

Explain batch editing and photoshop actions.

Explain how to save as a TIFF for printing purposes.

Touch on documenting the process.

Students need to pay attention, listen and ask 
questions if required.

N/A

Activity:
(49mins total)

Discuss adjusting the following to create a consistent look 
across all images:

• Layers

• Brightness, contrast and exposure

• Curves

• Colour balance, vibrancy & saturation

• Saving print ready files (TIFF)

Print TIFF files when ready to print

Students are to apply one effect to a range of 3 
photographs.

Students who have completed the task will 
have to load these onto a USB and deliver to 
the designated printing computer.

Once the 3 x images are printed students can 
trim and mount their images.

Students should receive a fair amount of 
one on one time. Extra time can be spent 
with students who are less advanced.

Extension:
(if required)

Students have artworks to plan for next year. If students finish their set they can carry on revising and planning. 
Should also work on documenting their process in preparation for next year.

N/A

Conclusion, Packing Up & 
Homework:
(5mins total)

Students should have a set of 3 photos ready for print, if not the 3 must be completed by next lesson.

Students should think about how they would document this process - think about online portfolios and how they 
would present this to a school or employee.

N/A

Reflection: Mentor Feedback:

Date: 28/10/16 Mentor Signature:

Follow Up: Ideas:

Year 11 Studio Arts: Lesson Sequence Lesson 06



Theme/Topic: Abstract Architectural Photography Activity Overview: Applying effects to 3 x different photos

Year Level: 11 Class Size: 16 Duration: 64mins

Rationale: Abstract artwork uses the power of colour and shape to 
express emotions and to move the viewer. It is an umbrella 
term for any artwork which depicts no recognisable subject.

Abstract art holds a strong place in art history, leading on 
from impressionism which broke away from classical realism. 
Expressionism is one of the earliest abstract art movements, 
stemming from Germany in the early 20th century.

Student Background 
Knowledge:

Students will have basic photoshop skills from previous studies.

Equipment & Resources 
Required (including ICT):

Screen/computer for demonstration, board and marker for 
lesson structure, computers for students with photoshop 
installed

Printing equipment: printer, photo paper, USB

Mounting equipment: stanley knife, cutting mat, mounting 
board, tape or glueObjectives: All students must have 3 x artworks completed before the 

start of this lesson. Those who have not yet printed will be 
printing their work this lesson.

Students can continue to mount their photographs this lesson.

If printing and mounting is complete, students are to 
document the process and then continue planning artworks 
for next year. 

Preparation Required: Have a set of three completed photos ready as an example in 
photoshop

Prepare notes and links to spaces where students can 
showcase their work

VC Level Code Content Description Key Elements

11 N/A • Explore the ways in which art and, where appropriate, other elements and principles 
have been used to produce aesthetic qualities, communicate ideas and develop styles in 
artworks by artists from different times and cultures

• Aesthetic qualities

• Communicate ideas

• Develop styles

11 N/A • Apply appropriate art language and terminology • Terminology

11 N/A • Evaluate the use of art elements and signs, symbols and/or images to create aesthetic 
qualities, communicate ideas and develop styles

• Art elements

• Develop styles

Technique/Medium: Photography & Photoshop

Artists & Websites: • Matthias Heiderich - http://www.matthias-heiderich.de/ (Colour Berlin)

• Tom Blachford - http://www.tomblachford.com/melbourne

• Nick Frank - http://www.nickfrank.de/#/mira-1/

• Sebastian Weiss - http://www.le-blanc.com/

• Irini Ioto - https://www.instagram.com/irini_ioto/

• Tataliaz - https://www.instagram.com/tataliaz/

• Student work:

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-sec-upper-entry/momento/

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-sec-lower-entry/abstract/

• http://atomphotocomp.org/2016-primary-entry/the-tower/

Year 11 Studio Arts: Abstract Architectural Photography Lesson Plan 07

Year 11 Studio Arts: Lesson Sequence Lesson 07



Stage Teacher Action Student Action/Tasks Differentiated Learning

Introduction:
(10mins total)

Explain that students are to have their 3 x photos ready for 
print, then they can save them on a USB for printing

Explain how students are to mount their photographs

Talk about documenting the design process - prepare a list of 
digital portfolio examples and spaces

Students need to pay attention, listen and ask 
questions if required.

N/A

Activity:
(49mins total)

Check on students 3 x photographs and offer advice for 
adjustments etc...

Assist students with printing their final photographs

Assist students with the mounting process

Students are expected to adjust and save their 
3 x photographs

Students are to observe the printing process

Students are then to mount their work

Students should receive a fair amount of 
one on one time. Extra time can be spent 
with students who are less advanced.

Extension:
(if required)

Students can experiment with documenting their work digitally.

Students have artworks to plan for next year. If students finish their set they can carry on revising and planning.

N/A

Conclusion, Packing Up & 
Homework:
(5mins total)

Students should document this process - think about online portfolios and how they would present this to a 
school or employee.

Students should also continue to plan their artworks for next year.

N/A

Reflection: Mentor Feedback:

Date: 2/11/16 Mentor Signature:

Follow Up: Ideas:

Year 11 Studio Arts: Lesson Sequence Lesson 07


